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Coercive Diplomacy:
Israel, Transjordan and the UN – A Triangular Drama Revisited
Abstract:
The Arab states suffered humiliating defeats at the hands of Israel during the first Arab–Israeli war.
Immediately following the war, Israel made brilliant and shrewd use of diplomacy to achieve its goals at
the negotiating table, much as it had previously used armed force. Israel refused to negotiate with a united
Arab negotiation team, preferring to isolate the states, picking them off one after the other. The Israeli–
Transjordanian talks differed radically from the other armistice negotiations. Here, two parallel tracks
were followed. At Rhodes, the two countries negotiated openly under UN auspices, while in Jerusalem
and at King Abdullah’s palace in Transjordan, representatives of the two countries held secret bilateral
talks. Israel masterfully used the context of these talks to maximize its gains – using military operations to
create ‘facts on the ground’, combined with direct coercion in the shape of blackmail, while taking full
advantage of international power structures and abusing the trust that King Abdullah had placed in
personal relations. The UN Acting Mediator, Ralph Bunche, was aware of the secret back channel, where
the clearest cases of coercion took place. Physically and mentally exhausted by the protracted
negotiations, he allowed the secret talks to progress despite his dislike of the outcome. The British
government, at the time the protector of Transjordan, was unable to assist its client for fear of falling out
with the USA, while the US government, in many ways the protector of Israel, maintained an equally
‘hands off’ stance because the talks concerned only an armistice, not a peace treaty. Already at this early
stage in their relations, the power asymmetry between Israel and the Arab states was the main reason why
the parties could not arrive at a peaceful, sustainable solution. This article is able to reinvestigate this
diplomacy by using a combination of US, Israeli, British and UN archives, as well as the almost
untouched Ralph Bunche diary.
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Transjordan, born with a stroke of Winston Churchill’s famous pen, was one of the two most
artificial of all the Middle Eastern states created by the victorious Great Powers, Great Britain
and France, after the First World War.1 The other was Israel. The birth of the Jewish state in
1948, along with its prelude, was clearly a strange element in the modern Middle East,
established out of the ruins of the Ottoman Empire. A third state-to-be, however, was to
vanish from the map of states emerging in the turbulent region at this time: Palestine. The
UN-decreed state for the Palestinian people died before it saw the light of day. As a result of
the 1948 war between Israel and the surrounding Arab states, the majority of the Palestinian
people living in mandatory Palestine entered a permanent refugee status. The neighbouring
Arab states faced a humiliating defeat. Only two states, the ‘best of enemies’,2 achieved major
territorial expansions as a consequence of the war and the subsequent negotiated armistice
agreements: Transjordan, which annexed the West Bank, the core area of the planned – but
from then on entirely dead – Palestinian state, and Israel, which expanded its borders by
incorporating 22 per cent more of Palestine than had been allocated to the proposed Jewish
state in the UN Partition Plan of 1947.3
On the island of Rhodes, Ralph Bunche, the former US State Department official with a
doctorate in political science, collected together the winners and losers of the 1948 war at the
Hotel des Roses in order to negotiate. A permanent peace was not within reach, so the task
facing Bunche – who had been appointed by the new international apparatus, the United
Nations – was to concentrate his efforts in order to reach an armistice, as laid down in a
United Nations Security Council Resolution of 16 November 1948.4 The task was clearly
difficult. The winner of the war, Israel, would launch new military operations and announce
border revisions during the armistice negotiations. In addition, the Jewish state – and not least
its Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion – would not negotiate with the Arab states en masse, but
preferred to deal with one Arab state at a time, meaning that Israel’s room for manoeuvre was
continuously strengthened as the talks progressed.5 Meanwhile, the severely weakened Arab
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states gave in one after another. On 24 February 1949, Israel and Egypt signed an agreement,
followed by Lebanon on 23 March. On 3 April 1949, Israel and Jordan signed their armistice,
and finally, on 20 July, Syria caved in.6
The armistice agreement between Jordan and Israel differed from the three others in almost
every respect. First and foremost, the negotiations that led up to this agreement took place in
two places simultaneously. At Rhodes, a dummy team negotiated under the scrutiny of the
UN Acting Mediator Ralph Bunche. Meanwhile, a second set of negotiations – the ‘real’ ones
– took place at King Abdullah’s palace in Shuneh and in the no man’s land that had split
Jerusalem in two. These negotiations were secret, bilateral and presumably unknown to the
UN, with the exception of Ralph Bunche himself.7
In relation to these negotiations, a number of questions seem to require an answer: Why did
Israel and Transjordan choose to hold negotiations primarily on a bilateral basis rather than
through the third-party apparatus made available by the UN? It was through negotiations via
the UN, after all, that Israel negotiated with its other Arab neighbours, Egypt, Syria and
Lebanon. Also, how did this dual setting influence the outcome? And, why did King Abdullah
of Transjordan expose himself to the rage of the Arab world by engaging in direct talks with
Israel? What were the roles of the Great Powers – in particular Great Britain, with whom
Transjordan had a Treaty of Alliance, and the United States? Last, but not least, what room
for manoeuvre did the UN’s Acting Mediator Ralph Bunche have within this somewhat
peculiar setting?
The armistices agreements ended the 1948 war and were intended to provide the basis for
subsequent peace negotiations, which were expected to commence within a year. 8 With
Jordan, peace talks were initiated but never concluded. Indeed, peace between Israel and
Jordan would remain elusive for another 45 years, while the aspirations of the Palestinian
people remain unfulfilled to this day. Officially, Israel and Jordan remained at war until King
Abdullah’s grandson King Hussein signed a peace treaty with Israel on 26 October 1994.9 On
10 December 1950, however, UN Acting Mediator Ralph Bunche received the Nobel Peace
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Prize for his efforts to negotiate the armistice agreements that were to end the conflict
between Israel and its Arab neighbour states.10
There has been a widely held misunderstanding that the appearance of the armistices was due,
almost singlehandedly, to the genius of the Ralph Bunche.11 According to such a view, despite
the bitter enmity between the parties, Bunche managed, by virtue of his diplomatic talent, to
bridge the gap and settle, albeit not solve, the conflict in the Middle East. In the case of the
Israeli–Jordanian armistice, however, Bunche received credit for the settlement even though
he did not attend the most important negotiations – the secret bilateral talks that took place at
King Abdullah’s winter palace in Shuneh, and in Jerusalem. In fact, Bunche’s role in the
Transjordanian–Israeli context seems to have been to grant international legitimacy to a treaty
mainly negotiated elsewhere, while the connection between Bunche and the Shuneh talks
have received insufficient attention.12
Why might it be important to revisit these events today? Arab–Israeli peacemaking in the late
1940s represents the crucial beginnings, the formative years that would later influence
subsequent attempts to deal with or solve the intractable conflict in the Middle East. An
appreciation of the approaches, processes and outcomes of peace initiatives during this period
is arguably of the utmost importance for understanding the entire post-war era. Closer
examination of the triangular drama between Transjordan, Israel and the UN can offer us
insight into what mediation can and cannot achieve in the resolution of protracted regional
conflicts, such as that in the Middle East. Furthermore, a considerable amount of source
material exists within Israeli, American and British archives, much of it shedding new light on
the very first Arab–Israeli negotiations of 1949. The Ralph Bunche diaries and notes, in
particular, have so far been poorly utilized in relation to these negotiations.13
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The theoretical framework of this article is mainly based on an understanding of power
relations and power asymmetry developed during research on the Oslo peace process in the
1990s. This research showed the critical influence of power relations on peace settlements –
not only the negative effects of power asymmetry between adversaries, but also the
advantages and disadvantages for the mediator of his own power vis-à-vis the parties of the
conflict.14
This article fills essential empirical gaps regarding capabilities, goals, legitimacy, knowledge
and coordination of mediators who were working on two parallel tracks, open and secret,
leading to the 1949 armistice between Israel and Jordan. The article will especially try to tease
out the actual power relations among the parties, along with each party’s awareness of and
response to those power relations.

The Result of the 1948 War
On 14 May 1948, the creation of the State of Israel was proclaimed. The next day, Israel’s
Declaration of Independence was followed by a declaration of war, as the armies of the
surrounding Arab countries invaded the newborn state.15 Though the Arab League had drawn
up detailed plans for this invasion, when push came to shove Arab unity was replaced by
national self-interest, with the various Arab armies acting in ways that deviated from their
original war plans. Transjordan changed its stated war plan into one that fitted well with its
former ‘promise’ to Israel – a takeover of what is now known as the West Bank. For its part,
Egypt saw this move as a Transjordanian land grab and responded by changing its war plan
into one involving a two-pronged attack, with one force moving up through Beersheba and the
other north towards Jerusalem. By taking parts of the West Bank, Egypt hoped to limit
Transjordan’s gains.16
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The Arab Legion, the Transjordanian army, entered Palestine and quickly moved forward into
the West Bank, with the aim of taking control of and holding the Arab areas. On 28 May
1948, the Jewish Quarter in the Old City of Jerusalem fell to the Legion following the forcing
of the latter’s hand by the entrance of Israeli troops into the Old City.17 Meanwhile, the
Egyptian army moved northward and occupied the Gaza Strip, before continuing as far north
as some twenty miles south of Tel Aviv and north-eastward to Beersheba, through Hebron
and Bethlehem. By 23 May 1948, the Egyptian army had reached just south of Jerusalem, and
the Egyptians dug in on all fronts.18 The Iraqi army, numerically the largest Arab force in
Palestine, comprising a total of 18,000 troops, managed to hold the ‘triangle’ – Nablus–
Tulkarem–Jenin – the northern section of what is now the West Bank.19
The Syrian offensive came a day later than planned, with the Syrian army initially only
occupying a former British fort as well as some abandoned settlements. However, the small
areas in which the Syrian army achieved success were just enough to give the Syrians a tiny
foothold in Palestine, thus providing them with a bargaining chip, however modest. The
Lebanese army barely entered the war at all.20 The previously much-touted Arab unity had
proven to be a farce, as had the stated plan to wipe out the infant Jewish state with a strike
‘which will be spoken of like the Mongolian massacres and the Crusades.’21
By December 1948, the Arab forces in Palestine had been all but decimated. The Egyptians
controlled pockets of resistance, as well as a small belt on the border between Egypt and
Palestine. The West Bank was divided between the Arab Legion and the Iraqi army. Both
were undermanned and lacked ammunition. Supply lines were overstretched, and neither of
these two forces could afford another round of fighting. The Syrian contingents, as well as the
Arab Liberation Army, had been routed. It had become clear that sooner or later the involved
parties would have to negotiate. Furthermore, the Iraqi forces that occupied the northern
section of the West Bank, both for Iraq and for Transjordan, had created a complicated
situation. Iraq was in a much weaker position than Transjordan, but had a less pragmatic
outlook. The result was that the Iraqi army would neither fight nor negotiate nor withdraw.
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This Iraqi intransigence developed into one of the biggest problems for Transjordan in the
subsequent negotiations, as it fell on Transjordan to negotiate on behalf of Iraq.
As a result of its success in the war, Israel became a much more demanding negotiating
partner: ‘Our public is drunk with victory – out of ignorance, just as a year ago it was
frightened of the Arab armies, out of ignorance’, as Israel’s Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion
aptly described the Israeli attitude.22 In the armistice negotiations that followed, Israel’s
chosen method was to pick off one enemy at a time, as it had done militarily during the war. It
was clearly advantageous for Israel to face several weak opponents rather than one unified
Arab alliance. Israel, therefore, skilfully used inter-Arab discontent to its advantage.23

The Historical Setting and the Room for Manoeuvre
After the First World War, Great Britain and France were the sole Great Powers, controlling
individual spheres of interest in the Middle East. Basically, Transjordan, Palestine, Iraq and
Egypt belonged to the British sphere, while Syria and Lebanon belonged to France. Following
the Second World War, however, the two European countries were only bleak shadows of
their former grandeur, though they still retained a degree of influence. The Anglo-Egyptian
Treaty of 1936 granted Britain huge military facilities in Egypt, along with the possibility of
protecting the Suez Canal, a vital line of communication. In exchange, Britain had to come to
Egypt’s rescue ‘in the event of an emergency’.24 Similarly, with Transjordan, the British
government was bound by the 1948 Anglo-Transjordanian Treaty of Alliance, a treaty that
had replaced the previous agreement from 1946. However, this treaty only applied if
Transjordan’s official borders were breached. There were no British guarantees against Israeli
aggression towards the West Bank.25
Ever since its creation in 1922, Transjordan had been extremely dependent on Britain. In
1948, this was still the case. The kingdom had officially become independent in 1946, but its
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independence was largely illusory. Economically, Transjordan was heavily dependent on
British subsidies. Politically, Britain had a major influence on the kingdom – both through the
British government in London and, not least, through high-ranking British officials and
advisors in Amman, particularly the British Minister to Amman, Sir Alec Kirkbride, who was
close both to the British throne and to King Abdullah, who considered him his confidant.
Militarily, the Transjordanian army – the Arab Legion – was the best-trained army in the
region, commanded by Britain’s Sir John Glubb (Glubb Pasha) and led by British officers.26
By 1948, however, the formerly so great British Empire in the Middle East had been reduced
to a fata morgana. Britain had just left the uncontrollable Palestine. Once bitten, twice shy:
the British had no intention of being boiled in the witches’ cauldron again. Thus, Britain
would not participate or in any other way be seriously involved in any acts of war or
negotiations over the outcome of the Arab–Israeli showdown. The consequence of Britain’s
willing retreat from the Middle East further tilted the balance of power in Israel’s favour.
Although Britain still had an interest in the region, and it was seen as vital that Transjordan –
and, of course, Egypt – came out of the war and the negotiations that followed in as good a
position as possible, the British were neither willing nor in any position to participate actively
on the side of their Arab allies. Thus, not only had the Arab states suffered a humiliating
defeat in the war against Israel, they were also left orphaned in the negotiations that
followed.27
There was, however, one exception from this picture of British passivity. Both Britain and the
new superpower, the United States, had been monitoring the 1948 war from a distance. By no
means did they intend to get involved. However, when Israel crossed the Egyptian border
during ‘Operation Horev’ at the end of December 1948, the situation in the Middle East began
to appear threatening even for the Great Powers. When Israel, in addition, shot down five
aircraft from the British Royal Air Force, Britain had had enough. A military confrontation
between Great Britain and Israel suddenly seemed possible.28
Using the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian agreement as a pretext, Britain threatened to intervene unless
Israel immediately withdrew its forces from Egypt.29 Border crossings were a red line, and
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this also caused a strong US reaction. US President Harry S. Truman conveyed a clear-cut
message to the Israeli government, suggesting that the United States was even considering
withdrawing its support for the newborn state. The pressure from the Western powers had an
immediate effect. Prime Minister Ben-Gurion ordered a halt to the operations, and Israel
withdrew from the Sinai. Israel, however, had already achieved its most important war aim: it
had nearly obliterated the Egyptian army.30
The British government, however, understood that one more failed standoff would lead to a
complete loss of its political credibility in the region. If the defensive treaties with Britain
could not be trusted, then was it worth being an ally? True, Egypt had not invoked its
defensive treaty, but it had asked for arms, and the British government had been unable to
comply due to the UN-imposed embargo on arms imports to the warring countries.31
Admittedly, Transjordan was much more willing to ask for direct aid by British troops. The
furthest the Foreign Office was willing to go was to move arms and ammunition to the British
bases in Transjordan and prepare for a movement of troops to Aqaba. The ammunition was
only to be released to the Arab Legion if the international border was crossed by Israeli forces
and the Anglo-Transjordanian Treaty was invoked. The troops arrived on 8 January. Britain,
at least, had shown some muscle by sending defensive troops to Aqaba.32
For its part, the position in which Israel now found itself was far better than the devastating
situation facing the Palestinians and the Arab states alike. Israel had won the war. In addition,
it had several active and strong international protectors. Since the end of the Second World
War, the United States had been the Zionists’ and Israel’s most faithful supporter. The UN
Partition Plan of November 1947, which advocated the creation of a Jewish state, had been
adopted following strong US pressure on states that were in some way dependent on the
United States. The United States had recognized Israel eleven minutes after its establishment.
Its Congress, president and White House strongly supported the establishment of Israel and its
right to exist. President Harry S. Truman had been under enormous pressure to support and
recognize the newborn Jewish state. In the autumn of 1948, he was confronted with his first
presidential election. In this context, not only did Truman face strong pressure from the Israel
lobby. In addition, his advisers believed that the Jewish vote was essential if the Democratic
30
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Party was to achieve electoral success – not only in the presidential election, but also in
congressional and state elections. The president, under conflicting pressures, stumbled and
staggered, but in the end he fell down in most cases on a pro-Zionist, Israel-supportive policy.
Over and over again, President Truman changed US policies in ways that were certainly at
odds with the preferences of the State Department.33 Diplomats within the British Foreign
Office noted that Jewish influence on President Truman was considerable and resulted in
several shifts in US policy. US Acting Secretary of State James E. Webb went so far as to
state that no one should ‘overestimate the US influence with Israel. Past record suggests that
Israel has had more influence with US than has US with Israel.’34
However, though political support was almost free of cost, involvement in war was something
very different. Differences of opinion between the United States and Great Britain over
Palestine – and not least the question of Jewish immigration – had led to severe problems in
the two countries’ ‘special relationship’, with the Anglo-American powers being the principal
adversaries in every discussion over the question since 1945. However, the two states had one
thing in common: both had a hands-off approach to the war, and to Israel’s repeated breaking
of the truce during the autumn of 1948
This was the situation confronting Transjordan, one of the war’s losers, along with the United
Nations and its Acting Mediator Ralph Bunche when negotiations started in January 1949.
Who was to implement UN resolutions demanding that Israel hand back the excess territories
it had occupied during the war? The United States was not willing to take on such a role. Nor
was Britain. The only actor left on the scene was the UN. But, the UN had no military forces
at its disposal. There existed no UN peacekeeping force that could be sent to the Middle East.
There was no chance of getting the Great Powers to agree on any kind of military
involvement – or any other sanctions, for that matter. It was up to the so-called involved
parties to comply with UN decisions or simply ignore them. Ever since the UN had taken on
the responsibility for solving the conflict in Palestine, every decision in the UN had shown
how futile it had been to adopt resolutions with which the parties to the conflict refused to
comply. Consequently, such decisions remained mere words on paper. Every attempt to solve
the dispute over Palestine had involved grand solutions made over the heads of the involved
parties. Votes had been cast and counted. Few, if any, bridges or compromises had been
33
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made.35 None of the neighbouring countries, or a single Muslim country had voted in favour
of the partition plan. Also Britain abstained from voting. With the exception of the
mainstream Zionist movement, this meant that the decision was made contrary to the views of
the interested parties.36
UN Secretary-General Trygve Lie regarded the infant state as his ‘own baby’ and protected it
as best as he could.37 The UN mandate – Security Council Resolution 62 of 16 November
1948 – was vague in defining the framework for the armistices.38 Bunche, the UN Acting
Mediator, had to relate to this reality: it provided the setting and the framework within which
he was left to negotiate an armistice agreement. As a result, Bunche only had the power to
make recommendations. He was in no position to make final decisions. Moreover, he could
not force solutions on unwilling parties. If pressure was deemed necessary, he was totally
dependent on external actors. Bunche might have liked to put pressure on the stubborn
adversaries, but without strong support from the USA, with Britain losing its colonial hold,
and with Transjordan and Israel participating in secret bilateral negotiations – with Bunche’s
knowledge, but without his involvement – no such support was to be found. Therefore, the
UN Acting Mediator lowered his ambitions: ‘[W]e had to try to make the best out of a bad
situation’, he wrote in a private letter in October 1949. ‘That sort of approach rarely leads to a
good result, but only to something less bad [...] When I come out there again it will be as a
tourist.’39 Bunche’s other option might have been to leave the conflicting parties and return to
the UN, with no deal secured at all.
Mediators are often thought to be more effective if they are unbiased, impartial and have no
preferences of their own as to how a disputed issue should be resolved. Mediators may be
divided into several categories. The weak but unbiased mediator – the United Nations, for
example – represents the classic conception of a mediator, someone unable to influence the
bargaining directly by offering carrots and sticks, but who facilitates agreements in other
ways. Yet, the importance of a third party’s impartiality seems to have been overemphasized
as a mediatory virtue. Many successful mediators have been strong, have had policy interests
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of their own, and have therefore been, in some sense, biased. Indeed, on many occasions,
mediation with muscle has proven to be superior to that of less weighty third parties.40
Mediation theory points to the fact that process symmetry rarely serves to redress existing
power asymmetry between negotiating parties. It also identifies Ralph Bunche as a weak
mediator, with little muscle to force solutions on unwilling parties. At Rhodes, a powerless
mediation process was set up to carry the entire burden of conflict resolution. The immediate
context in 1949 was not only a resounding Israeli military victory on the ground, but also the
very real and substantial support offered to the newborn state from both the world’s leading
superpower, the USA, and the United Nations – and not least the latter’s secretary-general,
Trygve Lie.41 This situation effectively set the limits for the UN mediator’s room for
manoeuvre.
However, the impartiality and the role of a mediator is only one part of the problem to be
addressed. Just as important with regard to Rhodes is the mediation approach. A secret
approach by a weak mediator or facilitator is unlikely to be able to adequately address
problems related to power asymmetry between two conflicting parties. In practice, UN
mediator Ralph Bunche could do little about the asymmetry of power that existed on the
ground in the Middle East. Such a third-party role could only be reserved a strong mediator,
basically a superpower like the United States. However, making matters worse, in the case of
Transjordan and Israel, the UN Acting Mediator was only marginally involved when the
temporary solutions for the most important issues were being decided. Bunche was kept in the
dark. Furthermore, he allowed this to happen, thus leaving the two asymmetrical parties to
sort out their problems themselves.
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Dual Negotiations, Secret and Open
On 12 January 1949, Egyptian and Israeli delegates commenced their negotiations on Rhodes.
For Transjordan, the removal of Egypt from the fold was a double-edged sword. Transjordan
was given the ‘moral high ground’ over Egypt, the Arab ringleader, and was thus free to
engage in talks with Israel.42 But, Transjordan was also left more isolated than ever, less
politically threatened by the other Arab states, but more prone to Israeli aggression. The
power balance between Israel and Transjordan was radically upset in Israel’s favour. As the
Foreign Office in London saw it: ‘Jews have now agreed to negotiations with Egypt for an
armistice; and we have every reason to fear that, if and when this is achieved, they will attack
Jerusalem or Transjordan or both’.43
Already in early January, while Israel was dealing its deathblow to the Egyptian forces in
Palestine through Operation Horev, the diplomatic contact between Israel and Transjordan
increased. This was a continuation of a process that had been going on since November 1948,
when Israel and Transjordan, represented mainly by the two high ranking military
commanders Moshe Dayan and Abdullah al-Tel respectively, on a largely bilateral and secret
basis, had negotiated a truce over Jerusalem.44 When the Israeli team of diplomats met with
King Abdullah in January, a strengthened Israeli self-confidence was revealed. Gone was the
amicable atmosphere that had existed between the two in November. Israel was now
increasingly both more demanding and more ambitious. King Abdullah, for his part, preferred
a more careful, step-by-step approach. As in November, the Israeli team talking to the
Transjordanians consisted of prominent figures. The most prominent roles were filled by the
leading Israeli Arabist, Elias Sasson, and Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion’s man, Moshe
Dayan, described as ‘the most prominent military man amongst the politicians, and the most
prominent politician amongst the military’, along with Reuven Shiloah of the Foreign
Ministry.45
Israel refused to talk with Transjordan’s representatives if UN observers were present. An
unequivocal message was conveyed from the Israelis to the king: ‘Transjordan’s game was to
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gain time’, but Israel was ‘not prepared to play any longer. Transjordan would have to realize
that it was not on the winning side in this particular war and must now choose between peace
or war.’46 Israel also practically demanded of Transjordan that Britain be kept uninvolved in
and uninformed of the talks. As Israel saw it, Britain stood in the way of an armistice with
Transjordan: Britain had political influence in Transjordan, and it could, in theory, give
Transjordan military aid that would have made Transjordan less willing to give in to Israeli
pressure. Not least, Ben-Gurion intensely distrusted and feared Britain, his primary ghost
from the time of the British Mandate.47 Transjordan, however, had no intention of keeping
Britain uniformed.48
Israel clearly set the agenda. The armistice talks would be based on neither the UN Partition
Plan nor the Bernadotte Plan, but rather on the existing military position: ‘Their attitude [...]
was that they intended to keep what they had conquered’, Kirkbride reported to London.49
Israeli forces had occupied large areas that went far beyond the territory given to Israel by any
of the UN plans. Negotiations based on any such plans would therefore imply large Israeli
concessions. The Israeli delegates also made it clear that negotiations with Transjordan could
only deal with the areas held by the Arab Legion, which at that point were the central and
southern section of the West Bank as well as the southern corner of the Negev. The areas held
by the Iraqi army in the northern West Bank were thus not to be under discussion. 50 On the
question of Jerusalem, the two parties seemed to agree, albeit on a purely pragmatic basis.
Both realized that the cost of attempting to capture the whole city would be insurmountable.
The UN still supported internationalization of Jerusalem, as did the US government.
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Transjordan and Israel agreed on partition and on keeping Jerusalem at great distance from
the UN. 51
Transjordan continued to lose ground, however. King Abdullah was clearly far too optimistic
as to what might be obtained from such personal talks. His distrust of the UN, combined with
his trust in negotiations based on personal relations, had to a certain extent blinded him
towards the harsh realities on the ground. He sought to use this personal relationship with
Israeli diplomats to his advantage. The king begged Israel to stay away from Aqaba to allow
Anglo-Israeli tensions to quiet down. He also asked Israel to completely drive Egypt from
Palestine, and not least from Gaza: ‘Take it yourselves, give it to the devil, but don’t let Egypt
have it!’52 Of course, the king himself wanted very much an outlet to the Mediterranean. The
only real development in the secret talks, however, was on the subject of prisoner-of-war
(POW) exchanges. Transjordan held several Israeli POWs, while Israel held none from
Transjordan. The prisoner swap therefore included a release of Egyptian POWs held by
Israel.53
On 24 February 1949, Egypt signed an armistice with Israel. The length of time it had taken to
conclude the negotiations between these two countries surprised UN Acting Mediator Ralph
Bunche. His initial estimate had been that Egyptian–Israeli negotiations would be completed
‘within a matter of days.’54 The talks were after all only supposed to solve military issues and
postpone the political issues, but it had become evident that this was not possible. The talks
had inevitably become political, resulting in much prolonged negotiations.55 The talks had
sapped Bunche’s energy. His initial optimism was therefore lacking when he went to the
Israeli–Transjordanian talks.
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The Transjordanian delegation arrived at Rhodes four days later, led by Colonel al-Jundi and
composed of four Arab Legion officers, as well as a secretary and two representatives from
the Transjordanian Foreign Office.56 The Israeli delegation, led by Reuven Shiloah, with
Moshe Dayan as his deputy, arrived the next day.57 It was clear that the two countries viewed
the Rhodes negotiations differently. Israel sent senior diplomats who had taken part both in
prior negotiations with Transjordan and in the armistice negotiations with Egypt. Transjordan,
on the other hand, sent representatives who had no prior experience in negotiating with
Israel.58
The Rhodes talks started off in an almost farcical manner. Ralph Bunche described the
Transjordanian delegation as ‘unimpressive, timid, and not very bright [...] obviously on a
string with rigid written instructions.’59 The Transjordanian delegation’s combined lack of
seniority and political manoeuvrability delayed the negotiations continuously. Every move
had to be confirmed with Amman.60 It was clear that King Abdullah wanted to control the
talks himself. Parallel to the Rhodes talks several secret meetings were held. The most
important of these took place towards the end of March 1949 – on 18 and 22 March 1949 in
Jerusalem, and on 19, 23 and 30 March at Shuneh. The participants were all high-profile,
including Moshe Dayan, Reuven Shiloah and Walter Eytan from Israel, and acting Prime
Minister Said al-Mufti and Prime Minister Abul Huda, as well as Abdullah al-Tel from
Transjordan. At times King Abdullah even intervened personally.61 The implications of these
secret talks will be discussed later.
When Bunche finally managed to call a joint meeting on Rhodes on 4 March, the
Transjordanian delegates refused to shake hands with the Israeli delegates. It turned out that
the whole thing was based on a misunderstanding. The ‘handshake incident’, however, gave
the Rhodes negotiations an almost childish tint.62 After a week of negotiations, Bunche
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managed to get the Israelis and the Transjordanians to agree on starting armistice talks based
on the existing battle lines.63 The joint meeting was to be held 9 March.
Around 8 March, however, Israel launched a military move towards Aqaba – Operation Uvda
(fait accompli) – occupying the remaining section of the Negev. An Israeli column marched
down the Negev, gambling that the Arab Legion would offer no resistance and retreat. The
operation was a complete walkover. Israel Defence Forces troops reached the Gulf of Aqaba
on the morning of 10 March.64 The operation illustrated how Israel completely dominated the
military, political and diplomatic situation. Israel mastered the situation on the ground and
could feel free from outside pressure as long as international borders were not crossed. As a
result, it was also able to negotiate rather aggressively. The southern Negev had been
transformed from a Transjordanian asset into an Israeli ‘fact on the ground’. Israeli access to
the Red Sea had been one of the most formidable demands made by Israel towards
Transjordan. With the successful completion of Operation Uvda, however, there was nothing
left to negotiate in terms of Israeli access to the Red Sea. Israel had obtained a major goal, and
Transjordan had lost a bartering position of great magnitude. Neither the US or Britain reacted
to Operation Uvda in any way that could pressure Israel back to the situation prior to the
operation. The US made a statement to the effect that the consequences could be grave if there
had been an Israeli incursion into Transjordan.65 Britain bolstered its forces in Aqaba as a
warning to Israel, but due to international constraints the British had to make it clear that they
would only engage with Israeli troops if these fired on the British troops or if the international
border was crossed. As with the US statement above, since the Negev was not within
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Transjordan’s borders, the ‘threat’ was empty as it implicitly accepted the capture of the
Negev.66
Since neither the USA nor the British government reacted, and since there had been no
battles, the operation had been cost-free for Israel. Ralph Bunche reacted to Operation Uvda
with sarcastic disgust: ‘[S]mack in the midst of armistice negotiations with Transjordan. Good
faith!’ and, later, ‘nice work while armistice negotiations are in progress. [...] am thinking of
resigning’.67 Bunche informed the Israeli delegates that he might have to resign in reaction to
Uvda;68 yet, when push came to shove, he did not do so. Transjordan made some complaints,
but did not push the issue.69 Bunche was nothing less than astounded by this moderation.70
After all, Transjordan had, in one day, lost what was perhaps its best bargaining chip in the
talks.71 King Abdullah, however, was much more worried about the situation on the Iraqi
front on the northern West Bank.72 He feared that complaints made through the UN would
provoke Israel into attacking the Arab Legion on the West Bank. As he saw it, the best way of
avoiding an Israeli offensive was by approaching Israel directly.73 On 11 March, the day after
Operation Uvda, a ceasefire was signed and the armistice negotiations continued.74 The
British Minister in Amman, Alec Kirkbride, was furious at both Israel’s behaviour and the
British lack of (re)action: ‘[T]he Israeli forces can go where they want, pretty well when they
want to and unless some greater degree of diplomatic support is given to the Arabs the use of
the term ‘negotiations’ in connexion with a settlement is a mistake.’75 It was clear that the
British representatives on the ground had a very different approach than the British Foreign
66
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Office. The Foreign Office was too constrained by the international situation, particularly
with relation to the US, and was thus unwilling to implement what the British
representative(s) in Amman thought necessary.76
The Iraqi forces occupied the northern West Bank, an area that Transjordan was planning to
annex after the war. By mid-January 1949, the Iraqi position had increasingly become a
problem for King Abdullah, despite the fact that Iraq was Transjordan’s closest ally in the
Middle East. The Iraqi government refused to recognize that, as a warring party, it also had to
be a negotiating partner. This meant that Transjordan would have to negotiate on behalf of
Iraq in order to legitimize the occupation of the northern West Bank.77
Iraq had long been in political turmoil, and its political leadership was pressed from a number
of sides. In Baghdad, the government had been faced with strong pan-Arab opposition and
massive anti-British popular protests. In addition, Hashemite family affairs were not always
dominated by trust. It was King Abdullah’s younger cousin, Abd al-Ilah, who sat on the
throne in Iraq. The Iraqi leadership had invested large amounts of political capital in the war
effort, contributing the largest single Arab contingent. In addition, the propaganda that had
been fed to the Iraqi masses was one of military victories. As a result, when the ceasefires
were signed in June and July 1948, many Iraqis were shocked and angered. The defeats in
Palestine brought down the Iraqi government in January 1949, and there was an increasing
suspicion that the Iraqi army was being used as a tool for King Abdullah so that he could
enlarge his territory by annexing Palestine.78 These things considered, it is no wonder the
Iraqi leadership hesitated to withdraw from Palestine.
In early March, the involved parties were still unable to come to an understanding as to how
Iraq was to be represented at the talks, or how Iraqi troops were to withdraw from the
northern section of the West Bank. On 11 March, a ceasefire was signed between Transjordan
and Israel, covering all fronts. In the end, Israel had accepted a declaration that Bunche had
added to the ceasefire, which stated that once Transjordan had taken over the front from the
Iraqi troops, the parties would extend the ceasefire to include the strip of land previously held
by the Iraqi forces.79
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However, as the Iraqis were about to withdraw, Israel broke with the common understanding,
declaring on 18 March 1949 that the upcoming withdrawal of Iraqi troops and their
replacement by Transjordanian forces represented a breach of the truce.80 Legalistically, Israel
had a point, since troop movement on the front could be considered a breach of the truce. The
Iraqi withdrawal, however, was beneficial for Israel, as it enabled a hostile army to be
replaced by a force that was interested in negotiating. Nevertheless, Israel was attempting to
secure further benefits from the situation: In a secret meeting between Abdullah al-Tel, the
Arab Legion field commander, and Moshe Dayan in Jerusalem on 18 March, Dayan informed
al-Tel that Israel might be willing to ignore Transjordan’s breach of the truce if, in return,
Transjordan were willing to concede territory to Israel.81 Previously, Elias Sasson, whom
King Abdullah considered to be a friend, had given the regent the same message in a milder
form: ‘The present lines in the Triangle should be rectified [...] in accordance with an
agreement arrived at peacefully’.82 The time had come for those rectifications. ‘Another
meeting is arranged for this evening when the exact amount of this particular instance of
blackmail is to be named,’ Pirie-Gordon, a British representative in Amman, reported to
London.83
When King Abdullah later met Dayan at Shuneh, the barter was not much more specific.
Dayan made clear only that Transjordan would have to concede ‘certain unspecified ‘high
points,’84 later defined as ‘a general withdrawal of the Arab Legion for 15 kilometres along
the front opposite the coastal plain.’85 Transjordan was given 24 hours in which to agree – ‘or
Israel would withdraw its agreement to Arab Legion taking over from Iraqis.’ Dayan was
reported to have said ‘that if rectification not made by agreement, Israel would make them
anyway.’86 Either Transjordan would concede territory voluntarily or Israel would launch an
attack and seize the land. The British Foreign Office was shocked by the threat, but was
incapable of doing anything other than to urge the US State Department to exert pressure on
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Israel. The State Department urged Israel to stop issuing such demands, but little real pressure
was applied.87
On 23 March 1949, during a long and hard round of negotiations at Shuneh, the size of the
demanded area was slightly reduced.88 It was to be a ‘belt about 5 kilometres deep stretching
from just east of Lydda to the north of Jenin along a front of 60 kilometres’. Glubb Pasha
estimated that this area included ‘about 15 [Palestinian] villages and approximately 12,000
inhabitants.’89 The land in question was also described as ‘some of the best agricultural land
now remaining in Arab hands’.90 The Israeli negotiators, Walter Eytan and Yigal Yadin,
‘demanded acceptance by 1900 hours this evening […] in the event of refusal Transjordan
‘would soon see’ what would happen.’91
King Abdullah was convinced that a refusal would result in an all-out Israeli attack.92 Glubb
Pasha, however, argued that it might be possible to slightly delay the agreement in an attempt
to obtain some form of help from the United States.93 Convinced by Glubb Pasha, King
Abdullah managed to postpone the signing of the Shuneh agreement by a week, on the pretext
that it would have to be signed personally by Prime Minister Tawfiq Abul Huda, who was
visiting Lebanon at the time. Israel gave the prime minister a week in which to return and sign
the agreement.94
In the meantime, King Abdullah made a last-ditch attempt to enlist the help of the USA against
Israel. He personally sent a letter to President Truman urging him to apply pressure on Israel
so that an armistice could successfully be signed without loss of further land, and hence with
reduced risk of renewed fighting.95 Israel, however, had nothing to fear. As far as the US State
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Department was concerned, the concessions demanded of Transjordan were small (5 x 60km)
and not permanent. After all, as the USA saw it, it was only an armistice that was being
negotiated, not a peace agreement.96 Truman responded personally to King Abdullah’s letter,
stating in a ‘very non-committal’ manner that ‘the Jews should eventually give compensation
for all territory they get in excess of the 1947 partition’.97 ‘Eventually’ was understood as
referring to ‘an ultimate political settlement between the Parties’, meaning a final peace
treaty.98
King Abdullah was left with no other option than to accept Israel’s demands. The British
Foreign Office was shocked: ‘[This] seems to augur very ill for prospects of effective cooperation between us and the United States in Europe, where we shall be faced with opposition
far more powerful and determined than the Israeli Government can put up.’99 The Foreign
Office realized that no American pressure was going to materialize and found itself forced to
advise King Abdullah to sign while there was still time.100 King Abdullah understood perfectly
well that there was ‘now no other course of action left open but to accept Israel’s demands’.101
Transjordan was practically unarmed and isolated. The British government was unable to
provide any help, and the United States was both unwilling and uninterested.102
The armistice text – which was finalized, but not signed, at Shuneh on 23 March – included a
clause stating that ‘Israel [...] has made similar changes for the benefit of the Hashemite
Jordan Kingdom in other areas.’ This clause did not match well with reality, as there were no
‘similar changes’. It was inserted purely for the sake of helping Transjordan save face if the
concessions leaked.103 Other than a minute, purely symbolic modification, Israel had no
intentions of bartering land. The minuscule change was finally made in the Hebron area and
in the northeast.104 The strip of land handed over to Israel in this agreement was
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geographically small, but in relative terms it represented around 1 per cent of historical
Palestine and was roughly the same size as the Gaza Strip.105 The result thrilled Israeli
negotiator Walter Eytan: ‘[T]his agreement is too good to be true [...] It gives us in respect of
territory – nearly all of it highly strategic – far more than we should ever have contemplated
taking by military action.’106
On 3 April 1949, Israel and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (the new name given to
Transjordan, as its borders now encompassed land on both sides of the Jordan River) signed
their armistice agreement on Rhodes. In it, the issues of the temporary division of Jerusalem,
the temporary armistice lines and the release of POWs were all adequately addressed. The
main issues, however, were postponed: the Palestinian refugees, the final borders and the final
status for Jerusalem. The postponed issues were all those that really mattered to the
Palestinians. The real victims of the war were therefore, in a sense, negated from the armistice
negotiations. With the armistice treaty finalized, Jordan could start the annexation of the West
Bank, which was formally carried out in April 1950, a full year after the armistice was
signed.107 ‘Another deal and as usual the Palestine Arabs lose,’ summed up Ralph Bunche
dryly as he left exhausted for home.108 The result was in many ways so beneficial for Israel
that it became a hindrance for peace, rather than the bridge it was intended to be. Peace had a
price, something Israel was not willing to pay. The armistice was simply a prize good enough
for Israel.

Coercive Diplomacy
Was Israel a ‘gangster state headed by an utterly unscrupulous set of leaders’? This was what
Sir John Troutbeck, head of the British Middle East Office, located in Cairo, felt when
describing recent events in the 1948 war to Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin on 2 June 1948.109
What Israel clearly had was a shrewd team of political leaders, unwilling to let go of an inch
of what they had managed to take and control during the war. During the armistice
negotiations, the Israeli leaders even sought to expand the Israeli-held area beyond what they
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already had secured. The US diplomat Mark Ethridge110 was probably closer to the mark
when he summed up the armistice negotiations in a cable to US Secretary of State Dean
Acheson: ‘Israel has stiffened rather than modified her position. The [a]rmistice talks
emphasized Arab weakness because, as Bunche told me, Israel gave at no point where
concession was necessary. Israel intends to exploit that weakness to the maximum’.111
It was exactly this asymmetry of power that Israel shrewdly and brilliantly exploited in order
to protect what it defined as Israel’s best interests. In this triangular drama, Israel held all the
good cards. Regardless of whether its stance was morally right or wrong, Israel’s position and
actions during the negotiations were to take more, to achieve more, to secure everything, to
control all, to risk as much as possible and to concede nothing – these were Israel’s guiding
principles for the settlement that followed the war. As regards Transjordan, Israel was in a
position to make harsher demands in direct secret talks than in official UN-monitored talks.
Israeli demands relating to the southern Negev and the northern section of the West Bank met
with little resistance. Israel’s tactic had long been that of isolating the Arab states, taking them
on one by one. In a sense, the Shuneh talks were the culmination of such a policy. Not only
was Israel able to completely isolate Transjordan from the rest of the Arab world, but by
negotiating through a secret bilateral channel it also managed to isolate Transjordan from
almost all other forms of outside interference. In its policy of divide and rule Israel was
immensely aided by the inter-Arab bickering which had made it so much easier to play them
against each other.
The two other actors in this drama, Transjordan and the UN representative Ralph Bunche,
both had extremely weak and seriously difficult points of departure. Their actions are also
seemingly more difficult to explain. However, for them too, the asymmetry of power, their
own weak positions and their limited room for manoeuvre offer the best path for us to follow
if we are to explain their chosen courses of action.
The most natural choice for Transjordan would have been to negotiate at Rhodes through
Acting Mediator Bunche. At Rhodes, it would presumably have been harder for Israel to make
the harsh demands and outright threats that were made at Shuneh. Under the scrutiny of the
UN, such coercive diplomacy would have been more difficult. It would also have been easier
for Britain to put its weight behind Transjordan if talks were official. The US position on the
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Partition Plan might possibly also have been made more visible – namely, that the Israelis
should provide compensation for all the areas they held beyond the Partition Plan.112 Talks
under the UN, moreover, would have made the Arab world’s position towards Transjordan less
hostile. These arguments, however, rest on the luxury of hindsight. The question is not whether
King Abdullah made the right choice, but rather why he made the choice he did.
King Abdullah was deeply distrustful of the UN. He was vehemently anti-communist and
feared Soviet involvement if the UN apparatus was used. Further, he disliked the slow
bureaucratic nature of the organization. He also disagreed with the UN position on Jerusalem,
which was that of internationalization. The Old City had been Transjordan’s greatest gain in
the 1948 war, and this had been the result of a hard-fought battle. Israel and Transjordan had a
shared view on Jerusalem (division), and this was contrary to the UN stance. 113 Last, but not
least, Transjordan was not officially recognized as an independent country by the UN, another
element adding to the king’s profound dislike of the world organization.114
In addition, King Abdullah had had good experiences with personal diplomacy in the past.
These experiences had borne merits. He had established a close relationship with Israeli
Arabist Elias Sasson and had secured a controversial pre-war agreement between himself and
the Zionists. Beyond that, the Jerusalem truce that had been negotiated on a personal basis in
November 1948, without UN interference, was perceived as a great success. The establishment
of a direct phone line between Moshe Dayan and Abdullah al-Tel, which had been made in
connection with the Jerusalem talks, had served both parties well.115 The successful exchange
of POWs had also been completed through personal negotiations that had excluded the UN.
From King Abdullah’s standpoint, the argument that negotiating under the UN’s auspices
might prove advantageous because of the availability of outside pressure was invalid. It had
become clear that such outside pressure would not be forthcoming. Britain could not even
supply the Arab Legion with ammunition, and the USA was simply uninvolved. Such outside
pressure, it was clear, would only manifest itself if international borders were crossed. Even
then, as became evident when Egypt proper was attacked in December 1948, the US and
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British reaction was limited and slow. Elias Sasson, towards the end of March 1949, seemed to
be close on target when he commented that ‘the King is anxious to conclude an armistice with
us at any cost and [...] the British are not giving him much backing.’116 One might almost
suspect that the Israeli negotiators were already familiar with the later so famous American
economist Thomas Schelling and his arguments regarding the diplomacy of force, written two
decades later. Indeed, how Israel achieved its territorial objectives – by threatening to conquer
all of the West Bank but without actually resorting to the use of force – seems almost to have
had Schelling’s thesis as guidance: ‘Violence is most purposive and most successful when it is
threatened and not used. Successful threats are those that do not have to be carried out’.117
Beyond that, the other Arab states that had functioned as a limiting force on King Abdullah
were all but outmanoeuvred. Most of them had already made concessions to Israel, and their
ability to exert pressure on the Hashemite regent was depleted. King Abdullah was no longer
under any pressure to negotiate under UN scrutiny. In addition, unlike the other Arab leaders,
he was authentically interested in negotiating peace with Israel.118 If his long term goal was to
further his diplomatic relationship with Israel, then fostering his personal relationship with its
leaders was perhaps of equal importance as minimizing the concessions made in the armistice.
UN Acting Mediator Ralph Bunche had already spent a month and a half at Rhodes,
negotiating the armistice between Israel and Egypt. Bunche, who initially believed that this
first negotiation round would be over in a couple of days, had experienced something very
different from his expectations: the talks had been long and hard; he had received hardly any
help from the outside; and the negotiations and the agreement had been reached on Israel’s
premises and according to Israel’s rules of the game.119 A weak mediator, lacking the strong
muscles required to enforce anything and with an extremely limited room for manoeuvre, had
faced the tremendous challenge of shouldering the burden of a conflict-resolution project
designed to solve the Arab-Israeli conflict. The armistice agreement between Israel and Egypt
could not, and would not, create the basis for future peace. With this round out of sight,
Bunche had to initiate a new round of negotiations, which were wracked by political
bickering, lack of professionalism within the Transjordanian delegation, late nights, early
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mornings and bouts of disease.120 Outside pressure on the negotiating parties was essentially
lacking and Ralph Bunche was left to handle the situation on his own. Most of the essential
issues in the talks took place parallel to Rhodes, and the talks were heavily affected by
coercive diplomacy such as the fait accompli in the Negev and the blackmail on the Iraqi
front. All of this was outside of Ralph Bunche’s control. Bunche wanted to finish the whole
affair and go home. He was mentally and physically exhausted – or, as he put it himself, ‘sick
of this business’.121 He knew about the Shuneh talks and – as series of comments from his
diaries seem to bear out122 – perceived them as a forum where problems that arose at Rhodes
could be straightened out in direct consultation with King Abdullah. These ‘consultations’ had
the simple function of lifting a burden off his back, and he allowed this undermining of his
mandate to continue because he had reached a breaking point, where the only thing that
mattered was expediting his mission. Perhaps the clearest indication of Ralph Bunche’s state
of mind is found in a letter he sent to his wife, Ruth:
You can’t imagine what it takes to hold these monkeys together long enough to squeeze agreement
out of them. And such trickery, deceit and downright dishonesty you have never seen. I swear by
all that’s Holy, I will never come anywhere near the Palestine problem once I liberate myself from
this trap.123

The Shuneh talks allowed him to get out of that trap with greater haste and less work than
would have been possible if the talks had only taken place at Rhodes. Bunche may not have
agreed with the outcome, but at least an agreement had been reached. With some exception,
however, it was not Bunche’s skill as a mediator that squeezed an agreement out of “these
monkeys”. When push came to shove the most difficult issues were “solved” behind the
scenes as Israel coerced Transjordan into accepting their demands. These “agreements” were
then handed to Bunche at Rhodes where they were formalized.

Power-diplomacy
Knowledge about what went on in the very first negotiations between Israel and the
surrounding Arab states helps sharpen our understanding of the historical role that third-party
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intervention and mediation has played, as well as pointing to the limitations of third-party
mediation in the future. Already at this very early stage in their relations, it would seem that
the power asymmetry between Israel, on the one hand, and the Arab states, on the other, was
the main reason why the parties could not arrive at a peaceful, sustainable solution.124 By no
standards could the Israelis and the Arabs be claimed to be on an equal footing. Israel was –
and is – the stronger party, and the Arabs the weaker. Any solution that reflected these
asymmetrical power relations, however, would undoubtedly have been unacceptable to the
surrounding Arab states. This means that the only way a viable solution could have been
achieved would have been for a strong third party to rectify the basic asymmetry of power by
forcing Israel to accept a compromise solution that the Arabs would never have sufficient
force to obtain through armed struggle – or through negotiations, for that matter. Since little
has changed regarding the power-relations in the region since 1949, this means that a viable
solution in the Middle East today is only possible if a strong third party – basically meaning
the United States, probably in cooperation with the UN, the EU and Russia – decides to lean
heavily on its Israeli ally. The really powerful third party, the United States, with its strong
muscles, has generally lacked the will to exert any pressure to counterbalance the asymmetry
of power. Neither in 1949 nor in 2010 has real pressure been applied on the stronger party in
the Middle East – Israel. Increasing pressure, however, has been put on the weaker part, the
surrounding Arab states and the Palestinians, making the weaker party even weaker. In 60
years, no real progress has been made, and no new approaches have been seen. There is, in
other words, little that is new under the sun in the Middle East.
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